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Assrnecr

In special cases the lattice (not structure) of a crystal in any system may be indis-

tinguishable from the lattice typical of any higher system. Thus it is formally better to de-

fine and name the systems on the basis of symmetry (as groups of classes); for this purpose

a set of self-explanatory names and symbois is proposed.

With the great increase of interest in crystallography which has de-
veloped since the first world war and the enormous extension of the field
beyond its former boundaries, there had been a movement to revise the
nomenclature of the science, to clarify and extend it where necessary, and

to devise notations suitable for international use. In the largest single
department of crystallographic terminology which has come under con-

sideration, namely that which refers to the symmetry groups required in
structural crystallography, the need for a good notation has been well
met by the system of Hermann-Mauguin. Made generally available in
the original International Tables (1933) this system has been well tried
and generally adopted, and we may expect to find any necessary refi.ne-
ments and corrections to the scheme in the new edition now in prepara-

tion.
Less attention has been paid to the nomenclature of morphological

crystallography, and it cannot be said that there is a generally accepted
terminology for crystal systems, crystal classes, and crystal forms which
has the consistency and self-explanatory character of the international
notation for point groups and space groups. Those interested mainly
in structural crystallography have naturally not been much concerned
with the nomenclature of morphology; on the other hand those who have
been principally occupied with crystal form have been well aware of
certain imperfections in the relevant terminology, which constantly crop
up in teaching and research, but they have seemed reluctant to give up
established terms and usages which have served their turn despite inher-
ent illogic and inelegance. But for those rvho see modern crystallography
as a logical development of the classical science, the need for some
improvements in the nomenclature of the older subject is apparent to
bring it in line with the excellent terminology of the newer branch. It is
with this in mind that I venture some discussion and proposals regarding
the definition and terminology of the crystal systems, crystal classes, and
crystal forms.

* Contributions to Mineralogy from the Department of Geological Sciences, University

of Toronto, 1950, no. 4.
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Crystal syslems

The crystal systems are the broad divisions into which the working
crystallographer using the classical methods (reflecting goniometer and
polarising microscope) can always place a well-formed crystal. Frequently
a morphological study is limited to the determination of the crystal
system, the geometrical elements, and a description of the formsl in a
structural study the crystal system and lattice dimensions are also first
determined, but only as a first step towards finding the space group
and the structure. Thus the classical systems have become groups of
convenience and their definitions and names have been retained without
much critical concern.

Historically, the orthogonal and hexagonal systems were recognized
first, and the inclined systems were admitted later, with the suggestion
that they are in some ways defective. Without exception the textbooks
presented the systems in the historical order, cubic to triclinic; and f can
well recall the twinge of sympathy I felt as a student for the triclinic
crystal, shown like a scarecrow with axes all awry, bereft of all sym-
metrv except a centre of inversion, and pictured by a wall-eyed stereo-
gram in unhappy contrast to the full fat smiling visage of the cubic holo-
hedry. This historical order of presenting the crystal system, from the
most specialized to the most general, is the reverse of universal mathe-
matical procedure, and it has caused much of the unsatisfactory termi-
nology with which we are concerned.

The classical crystal systems, with some alternative names and the
usual definitions in terms of lattice dimensions, are as follows:

Cub ic  ( i some t r i c ) :  o ( :  b :  c ) ; ( o :  B :7  : 901 .

Hexagonal :  a( :  b)  + c;  (a :  P:  90' ;  "y :  t20") .

Tetragonal (quadratic) : a(: 61 * c;(ot :0 : z : 90").

Orthorhombic (rhombic, rectangular): a * b * c; @ : A : 7 : 90).

Monoclinic (monosymmetric): a I b # c; (1 : a : 90");0 ) 90".

Triclinic (anorthic): a I b # c;a I B * t # 90".

The usual definitions of the crystal systems rest on the metrical proper-
ties of the axes or lattice elements (lengths and angles) and, apart from
the names hexagonal and tetragonal, which involve symmetry, the com-
monest system names express essential metrical properties. Thus, cubic
(or isometric), monoclinic, and triclinic are entirely suitable names for
metrical systems. Some name other than hexagonal would be useful to
denote the metrical system based on the two modes of stacking hexagonal
nets, but none suggests itseU. Rhombohedral is not mentioned here since
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the rhombohedral lattice is merely a mode of the hexagonal lattice, from
the purely metrical point of view. Quadratic is preferable to tetragonal as
a metrical system name; and if rectangular could be accepted in place of
orthorhombic, to avoid the now inappropriate allusion to the base-
centred mode of the lattice, a fairly satisfactory nomenclature for the
metrical systems would result. This would read: cubic (isometric and
optically isotropic); hexagonal and quadratic (dimetric and optically
uniaxial); rectangular, monoclinic, triclinic (trimetric and optically
biaxial).

However, there have long been misgivings regarding the validity of
the metrical systems. Metrical pseudosymmetry (near equality of typi-
cally unequal lattice lengths and near approach to 90o or 120o of typi-
cally non-rectangular or non-hexagonal lattice angles) is a commonplace,
and practising crystallographers are all familiar with cases where such
inequalities, if real, are within the limits of goniometric accuracy. Thus
we may have a crystal whose form development is typically "mono-
clinic" while the angle B cannot be distinguished from 90c (datolite); or
again a crystal whose structure and optics are hexagonal (rhombohedral),

but with a lattice which is exactly "cubic" (shandite). To meet such ex-
amples the definitions of the metrical systems are sometimes qualified by
the proviso that the typical relations must obtain at all temperatures
within the stability range of the phase. At first glance this seems to safe-
guard the metrical definitions, at least theoretically; but apart from the
practical difficulty of making exact measurements at high and low temper-
atures, the temperature qualification is not adequate in the inclined
systems. With change of temperature the B angle of a monoclinic crystal
might change from 91" to exactly a right angle; by the metrical defi-
nitions the crystal would belong neither to the monoclinic nor to the
rectangular system.

The truth is that, despite the names and definitions of the metrical
systems, enlightened observers have always assigned crystals to their
systems on the basis of symmetry, particularly the highest symmetry
common to all the observable properties of the crystal. Some recognition
of this fact is seen in the names monosymmetric (for monoclinic),
tetragonal, and hexagonal. Would it not be reasonable to recognize
clearly that the crystal systems are actually symmetry systems, and to

devise a practical nomenclature which expresses this fact?
This has been attempted in the following table which shows the

proposed names and symbols for the symmetry systems in relation to the
most widely accepted names for the symmetry classes and their Her-
mann-Mauguin symbols. Below the names of the symmetry systems are
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given the names of the normally corresponding lattices; these are identi-

cal with the metrical system names, except that the rhombohedral

Iattice is recognized as distinct from the hexagonal lattice. It is empha-

sized that in any symmetry system the metrical relations or lattice may

in special cases be indistinguishable from those typical of any higher

symmetry system. As implied in the table the symmetry systems are

defined simply as groups of crystal classes which are also grouped as

usual into the centrosymmetrical Laue symmetries. The new names are

in line with the current names, trigonal, tetragonal, and hexagonal, and

they are in keeping with the principles of the international notation for

the crystal classes. The symbols for the symmetry systems are the ap-

propriate numerals, written in parentheses to distinguish them from the

similar class symbols. A word of explanation will sufice for each of the

symmetry systems.
Monogonal (1) is proposed for the system which comprises the

classes characterized by a l-fold rotation axis (no symmetry) or a l-fold

rotation-inversion axis (centre of symmetry).
Digonal (2) describes the system which includes the classes with a

single 2-fold rotation axis or a single 2-fold rotation-inversion axis

(mirror plane).
Tri-digonal (222) rcfers to the system of classes with three non-equiva-

lent 2-fold axes, two of which may be 2-fold rotation-inversion axes
(mirror planes).

Trigonal (3) is already used for the system of classes with a single 3-

fold rotation axis or a single 3-fold rotation-inversion axis, in which the

lattice may be rhombohedral or hexagonal.
Tetragonal (4) is likewise used for the system of classes characterized

by a single 4-fold rotation axis or 4-fold rotation-inversion axis'

flexagonal (6) is also used in the restricted sense of the system of

classes with a 6-fold rotation axis or a 6-fold rotation-inversion axis, in

which the lattice is always hexagonal.
Tetra-trigonal a(3) is finally the logical name for the system of classes

which have four equivalent 3-fold rotation axes or 3-fold rotation-inver-

sion axes.
Triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic (or rectangular), tetragonal (or

quadratic), hexagonal, rhombohedral, and cubic are of course still suit-

able names for the simple lattices;and in developing crystal morphology

from the lattice, it is convenient also to use these same names for lattice

systems, which are identical with the metrical systems except for

hexagonal and rhombohedral, which denote distinct Iattice systems but

only one metrical system. If, in formal treatment, it is then shown that
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Svu.urrny Svsrnus Svuunrw Cr-essrs

Monogonal
(Triclinic)

1
I

(1) Pedial
Pinakoidal

Digonal
(Monoclinic)

Tri-digonal
(Rectangular)

Domatic

Sphenoidal
Rhombic prismatic

Rhombic pyramidal
Rhombic disphenoidal
Rhombic dipyramidal

m (:2)

2/*

mm2 (:222)
222
2/m 2/m 2/m

a)

(222)

Trigonal
(Rhombohedral or
hexagonal)

Trigonal pyramidal

Rhombohedral

J

,
(3)

Ditrigonal pyramidal
Trigonal trapezohedral
Ditrigonal scalenohedral

3m
32
32 /m

Tetragonal
(Quadratic)

Ilexagonal
(Hexagonal)

Tetra-trigonal
(Cubic)

(4) Tetragonal disphenoidal
Tetragonal pyramidal
Tetragonal dipyramidal

+

4
4/m

6
6
6/rn

(6)

Tetragonal scalenohedral 42m
Ditetragonal pyramidal 4mm
Tetragonal trapezohedral 422
Ditetragonal dipyramidal 4/m 2/m 2/m

Trigonal dipyramidal
Hexagonal pyramidal
Hexagonal dipyramidal

Ditrigonal dipyramidal
Dihexagonal pyramidal
Hexagonal trapezohedral
Dihexagonal dipyramidal

&n2
6mm
622
6/m.2/m 21m

4(3) Tetartoidal
Diploidal

23
2 / m S

Ilextetrahedral
Gyroidal
Hexoctahedral

43m
432
4/rn 32/n
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the lattice systems or the metrical systems are better replaced by sym-
metry systems with suitable names, the desired clarification of the no-
menclature for the crystal systems will have been achieved.

Crystal classes

These are mentioned here only as a preparation for the subsequent
remarks on the naming of crystal forms. The structural crystallographer
has little need for class names, since the determination of the point group
is but a second step toward the determination of the space group, and
he commonly uses the class symbol which often serves also in morpho-
logical crystallography. However the determination of the crystal class
from external form may be the main objective of a morphological study
and consequently a set of appropriate names is naturally desirable.

Only two distinctly difierent principles have been employed in naming
the classes: (1) the principle of subdividing the systems into holohedral
or holosymmetric classes and merohedral or merosymmetric classes; (2)
the principle of naming the classes after their general forms. The second
of these principles is now widely accepted as the most useful, since it
directly recalls the morphological characteristics of the classes, and the
names given in the table are also in general use. In adopting this nomen-
clature we must of course adhere to the definitions of the forms after
which the classes are named. These definitions are well known and need
not all be repeated here.

Crystal forms

Finally I venture to comment on some terms which are still widely
used to describe certain forms in the trimetric systems, even though the
usage is in sharp conflict with the formal nomenclature on which the
class names are based. The form names involved in this conflicting usage
are principally pinakoid, dome, prism, and pyramid. In the present day
nomenclature these and other forms or types of forms are defined as
geometrical figures without reference to their attitude in space. A pina-
koid (trLva{, a board) is a pair of equivalent parallel planes; a dome
(ilomus, a house [roof]) is a pair of non-parallel planes symmetrical to a
mirror plane; a prism is a closed set of equivalent planes parallel fo a
common axisl and a pyramid is a closed set of equivalent planes equally
inclined to a common axis. In the older usage these same terms have
somewhat difierent meanings and certain restrictions of attitude are
implied. Thus pinakoid is restricted to the pairs of axial planes, {100},
{010} ,  {001f  ;dome is  used for  any form of  the type l lk l l  or  lhAl l ;
prism is used for any form of the type lhkll and prism zone means verti-
cal zonel and pyramid is used for any form of the type lhkll. In the ortho-
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rhombic system (the old system names are suitable here) this gives { 100 } ,
front- or macropinakoid (parallel to the conventionally longer horizontal
axis; {010}, side- or brachypinakoid (parallel to the conventionally
shorter horizontal axis); {001}, basal pinakoid; {0fr1}, brachydome

[rhombic prism]; lh\l\, ma.crodome [rhombic prism]; {2ft0 }, prism

[vertical rhombic prism]; lhkll, pyramid [rhombic dipyramid]. Even
stronger divergence of meaning results when the older usage is adapted
from the orthorhombic system to the more general monoclinic and tri-

clinic systems. fn the monoclinic the older nomenclature gives t100),
front- or orthopinakoid (parallel to the ortho-axis [010]); {010}, side- or

clinopinakoid (parallel to the clino-axis [100]); {001}, basal pinakoid;

{0fr1}, clinodome [rhombic prism]; {Z0lf , orthodome or hemi-orthodome

[pinakoid]; {hk\l, prism [rhombic prism]; lhkll pyramid or hemi-pyramid

[rhombic prism]. In the triclinic the older nomenclature gets into still

deeper trouble. Again {100}, {010}, [001], are the only forms called
pinakoids, although all forms in the holohedral class are pinakoids.

{0ft1} and lh\Il arc called hemidomes, lhk\l are hemiprisms, and lhkll
would become tetarto-pyramids, if the scheme were carried through.

This discordant nomenclature has long been current in crystallographic
laboratories and in descriptive morphological writing and it has been
given a new lease of life in F. C. Phillips' Crystallography (1946), where

it appears with careful apologies in a treatment which substantially
accepts the modern nomenclature. Actually the older nomenclature can-
not be reconciled with the newer system, nor can it be developed into a

consistent scheme of form names and class names which could replace

the present systern. The undesirable usage can be avoided in two ways.

One can describe crystal forms by their strict names followed by the

appropriate indices lhkll to show the attitude of the form, when de-

sired. This is the simplest and probably the best solution. Another way

would be to devise a consistent and self-explanatory scheme of qualifiers

as prefixes or affixes to the strict form names to denote the attitude. Such
a scheme would best be worked out in consultation with a number of

experienced morphologists.
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